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Dedication
When all else fails remember your two favorite quotes :
“Just keep swimming”-Dory
“If you think you can and if you think you can’t, you’re right.”-Ford
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Abstract
The following thesis is an in-depth actor analysis on my approach to the role of SBF 2 in Theatre
UNO’s 2020 production of Single Black Female by Lisa B. Thompson. This thesis will include
analysis of the text, discussion about social issues, impact of a global pandemic, character
objectives, techniques used, self-evaluation and personal reflection. This play was directed by
Richon May, and performed Sept 30th- Oct 10th, 2020, as part of the Theatre UNO 2020-2021
academic season, presented by the Department of Film and Theatre in the School of the Arts, at
the University of New Orleans, New Orleans, Louisiana. Scenic Design was by Kevin Griffith,
Lighting design and Technical Director Diane Baas, and Emelie Lasseigne served as the Stage
Manager.

Keywords:Theatre,Acting, Zoom Play
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INTRODUCTION
This paper discusses my thesis role in Single Black Female by Lisa B.
Thompson. Single Black Female is a two-woman play, comprised of many
comedic vignettes that explore and explain the lives of slightly middle aged
African American middle-class women. The setting for these two women is a
metropolitan urban apartment in The United States . In the play, the two characters
search their souls and try to explain things like love, family dynamics, expectations
and dignity in a world that “fails to recognize them as individuals amongst a
parade of stereotypical images.” This play offers the viewer a brief glimpse into
what it’s like to be an African American woman in the United States and the
challenges and joys such an existence entails.
My character's name in this play is SBF 2. S.B.F is an acronym that stands
for single black female. SBF 2 is described as an outgoing attorney, fashionista,
and diva, with an extroverted personality. This thesis illustrates how I create a
world in which to act, the personal and societal importance of a play like this, and
my personal experience realizing the role within the context and constraints of a
global pandemic.
The purpose of an actor creating a world is to provide them a vessel in which
to tell a convincing and realized story. Sometimes these vessels are simply
transcribed from true accounts while others are fabricated from the writer’s
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imagination. However, it is ultimately up to the actor in question to bring those
stories to life. To put it simply, in order for an actor to tell a character’s story
convincingly and honestly, we must first have a place for that character to live.
There are many methodologies an actor may use to help them create a
convincing, compelling, and enjoyable experience for the audience. All of them
can be valid and is the choice of the actor. In order to explain my process for this
character, I will take you through the methodologies I prefer when crafting the
world for my character. The methods I choose most often are the Adler and
Stanislavsky methods. However, I’ve grown to also enjoy Checkov’s methods.
CREATING A WORLD
The Stella Adler approach focuses on the actor using their own previous
experiences and subsequently applying them to how they approach a particular
character. Adler believed that “When an actor deliberately notices the textures,
aesthetics, and sounds of everyday life, the power of the imagination expands and
the actor’s toolbox grows.” (Ates 2018) This approach encompasses a lot of what I
usually do whenever I'm working on a scene or monologue. I read the scene and
then ask myself if the character is going through something I recognize in my own
life. However, I also look for anything in my own life outside of the character’s
experience that may spark my own imagination to inform some of that character’s
decisions. For example, if a character is feeling ostracized or humiliated, I can go
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back to a situation in which I felt humiliated and apply it to that character. This
point is illustrated in the thought that “ the actor must cross-reference the
circumstances of the character with what the actor has observed in life about how
those circumstances manifest in society” (Ates, 2018). Because of the versatility
that her technique offers, I really think it works for me. An example of me using
this technique in the play can be gleaned from the excerpt below:
SBF 2: Baby, you look like you've gained
SBF 1: Or lost,
SBF 2: Too much weight. Are you eating right? All that working you do, it's just a
shame. Don't let them white people make you crazy, now.
SBF 1: They're also in rare form during that other American women's guilt orgy–
Mother's Day.
SBF 2: I'm sure happy to see you, sugar. I guess I can't expect for you to visit since
you've got that fancy job. Our little baby, a big-time college professor and all. You
young folks have to live your lives, I guess.
The above section of text discusses several questions and comments that
SBF 1 might receive whenever she visits her family for the holidays. The
characters I played as SBF2 in this vignette represented all of her aunts and other
maternal figures in her life. In the scene, they were speaking to her in an
accusatory manner while conspicuously and unabashedly assessing her romantic
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status. The job I had to do for SBF 2 at this moment in the play was to create a
distinct voice and physicality for each individual aunt in spite of the fact they all
fundamentally are participating in the same activity.
Using the Adler technique I was able to remember times when I was the
person being unnecessarily investigated and interrogated at a family dinner,
cookout or holiday. I was able to take how I felt in those instances to create an
experience that was as authentic as possible. Consequently, I was able to tap into
the real women in my life and use how they actually speak and move and combine
those experiences together to create honest portrayals of those characteristics. I
took bits and pieces from each of them to create the three aunts for this section of
the play. If I hadn’t had those personal experiences, I’m sure that the feel of the
scene would have been completely different. I think that’s why I preferred the
Adler methodology for acting. To me it stands out as one of the most authentic
ways in which I can compose a character.
In that same vein, I know I will become a better actor as I accrue more life
experience to put in my “tool box”. As a result, I am sure I will be able to relate
more to this character as I get older. My character is in her 30s and while I haven’t
reached that milestone yet, I’m sure once I have, I’ll come back to this play and
laugh at all the jokes that went over my head. I’ll probably also feel more of the
touching moments I might not have fully grasped the first time around. However,
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since I can’t always rely solely on my personal experiences to create a world and
character, I also use other methods throughout the play
The next technique utilized was Stanislavski. Stanislavski’s method of
acting , is a systematic approach that was developed in the first half of the
twentieth century. This method discusses many things but I will focus primarily on
action verbs specifically. When I’m unsure of a scene, I tend to focus more on
verbs. He believed that once you found an appropriate action that “this in turn
helps you to portray the emotions that the character is experiencing whilst you
complete the objective” (Base, 2011). This philosophy also corresponds with what
the program uses for teaching acting. This teaching method is Practical Aesthetics
which can be found in The Practical Handbook for the Actor.
The main foundational unit that is used in Practical Aesthetics is the action.
Actions are verbs or verb phrases that define “the physical pursuit of a specific
goal”(Bruder,1986). In order for an action to be considered adequate to use, it must
comply with the following nine rules. These rules can also be found in The
Practical Handbook for the Actor. They are as follows:
An Action Must:
• Be physically capable of being done
• Be fun to do
• Be specific
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• Have its test in the other person
• Not be an errand
• Not presuppose any physical or emotional state
• Not be manipulative
• Have a “cap”
• Be in line with the intentions of the playwright.

When broken down in a simple format such as this one with nine relatively simple
rules to follow, it makes navigating your way on any path clearer for the actor,
even if the actor does not completely understand where that path is headed. I find
this especially helpful when I am coming across a scene in which I am unsure of
what would be the best way to execute a moment. To illustrate how I go about
this, I have provided another example from the play:
SBF 2: How can a woman find the love of her life using a cold piece of
technology? How can you find passion through an inanimate object that crashes,
freezes, and God forbid, gives you a virus! Am I putting all my hopes and trust in a
plastic box with motherboards and computer chips? What have our lives come to?
SBF 1: Internet dating is cool, I'm telling you. Trust me.
I come from a generation where basically every bit of information you could
possibly want is accessible and online. However, I have no prior knowledge or
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experience with online dating whether on a computer or a mobile application. So, I
chose for this section in particular to use what I’ve learned in Practical Aesthetics
to formulate the best way to go about the scene. The line starts with SBF 2 saying
“How can a woman find the love of her life using a cold piece of technology?”.
For context, in that section of the play, the character, SBF 2, is discussing her
grievances with her friend, SBF 1, on the difficulties of dating. SBF 2 can't
possibly fathom how she will ever find someone through a computer screen. This
line tells me, the actor, that SBF 2 has already tried traditional dating extensively;
and it has not worked up to this point in her life. Because of this prior experience,
she has very little faith or trust in the idea that a computer will miraculously
resolve her woes. She's also asking a question in this instance, which means that
she is either skeptical, unsure or simply confused about this idea. The action I
chose for the beginning of this section of text was “to doubt.” This applies to the
doubt in her ability to find that special someone, doubt in her belief that this
computer will work, and doubt in her friend for making her do this in the first
place.
The second line states “How can you find passion through an inanimate
object that crashes, freezes, and God forbid, gives you a virus!” In this section,
SBF 2 further illustrates her skepticism in the idea that a piece of machinery is
somehow going to find her a romantic connection. In this line, she is also
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explaining she has previously had bad experiences with technology in the past for
which is traditionally built for. The character is combining her previous
experiences with failing technology with her other experiences of failing
relationships and reasonably expects that combining the two would inevitably
result in equally horrible outcomes for her. The action word for this section of the
text I chose was “to exclaim.” One of the reasons I chose this action verb is
because at the end of the sentence there's an exclamation mark.
Playwrights often give you indicators of their intention with punctuation.
Here, that exclamation point serves to demonstrate that SBF 2 is exclaiming how
ridiculous she finds the entire concept because to her, it’s unfathomable. The last
lines she says are “Am I putting all my hopes and trust in a plastic box with
motherboards and computer chips? What have our lives come to?”. In this section
of the text, she is restating how ludicrous it seems to be using technology to find
love. She is simultaneously reflecting on how times have changed from when she
first started dating. When she says “what have our lives come to?” she is speaking
not only about herself, but also her friends and society as a whole. However, in this
moment you begin to see a tonal shift within the character. In this moment you see
her lay her guard down just a little. This is the first time you see her show a little
bit of vulnerability. The verb that captures the frustration she’s feeling leading up
to her inevitable compliance to her friends wishes is “to submit.” She is submitting
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to a change in time, submitting to her friend, and submitting to the reality pushing
against her ego in order to give the computer a chance at what she has failed to do
herself up to this point in her life.
When choosing all of the different verbs in this particular section, I followed
the nine rules provided earlier. Once I had done this, I was then able to apply those
rules to not only this scene, but also to any other scene I may or may not have
understood personally. One thing I also find helpful is that if by chance you forget
your line; as long as you’ve picked the appropriate verbs, you should be able to
find your way back to the reality of the character you are portraying, even if the
specific line is not correct. This way, your representation of the character can
remain truthful even when your memory fails.
Additionally, having this methodology available to me allows me to apply it
in times when I ,the actor, may not be feeling my best and still give an adequate
performance. This utility is well-illustrated by the article referencing action verbs
as “a quick fix for actors because it helps them build chemistry by creating
interactions between the characters”(Goodman,2016).
The last acting method I will discuss is Chekhov’s. His method is best
described as a psychophysical approach wherein the actor integrates their internal
and external realities. An example in which I used this technique is when I was
doing a scene where I was crying. For this particular scene, I needed the tears to
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continue for a bit longer than just a drop or two. Something that helped me in
continuing the tears was that in the actual moment my eyes as the actor, were
burning. I was so tired from being up late the night before that any amount of
moisture and the salt from the tears was just making them burn more. Since my
eyes were burning it allowed for more crying. This all aided in helping me get
through the scene. As stated in Chekhov “inner event as it is being experienced by
the actor is witnessed by the audience as an outward expression related to the
contextual moment of the play.”(Petit,2019)
An example in Single Black Female can be found in this excerpt:
SBF 2: Is there another game? It's not all about marriage, but we all want
somebody. I'm not ashamed to say I'm lonely. The other day I sat next to a darling
older couple at Starbucks who told me they've been married for fifty-five years.
Fifty-five years! Before they shuffled out the door the husband stopped at my table
and whispered to me that he has been the luckiest man alive ever since the day she
married him. That's the kind of sweetness I still believe in. I want to be with a man
who still feels blessed half a century after our wedding day. How do I get
something like that? All my life I've waited for someone to pick ME. Don't I
deserve some soul to share this journey with?
This moment is situated at the very end of the play. I used what I was feeling
in the current moment to motivate me. For the ending section the director wanted
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to give the audience a feeling of hope, excitement, and overall happiness. Since I
only got a chance to do this performance two times, I felt excitement to show it to
the world. I was happy and proud of the work the cast and I created. I was also
hopeful because I knew it would move many people. At the same time, I also truly
believe that love like what’s described in this monologue is attainable. I thought
about the relationship I have with my fiancé and the long relationships I've seen in
my family and got emotional thinking about them, which also served to help me
apply the reality of the scene.
PHYSICALITY
In regard to my performance, I had to change my physicality often because
within the play I played several characters. These characters consist of elderly
women, a young child, a middle aged saleswoman and several others. I needed to
make each of them physically distinct because it needed to be clearly conveyed to
the audience that these were each very different people even though I was playing
all of them. Though I had a different costume and sometimes an accessory to
separate them visually, I didn’t think that would be enough to ensure the separation
was clear dramatically. As such, it was important my physicality and timbre
changed along with the visuals.
I made the elderly aunts very fluid and slow in their reactions to things,
taking great care to ensure every movement was exaggerated and drawn-out. I
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made sure the saleswoman was very deliberate in her actions and very purposeful
with as little wasted movement as possible, physically representing the dedication
and efficiency that someone in her position would have to exhibit in order to be
successful. She walked with purpose and everything was very intentional and
direct. SBF 2 on the other hand, moved all the time. She was flamboyant, excited
and comfortable in her skin. A lot of her movements were quick and up-tempo. I
also made sure that the SBF 2 character was more flexible in her movement in
order to demonstrate hyper-femininity within the character. I bent my arms,
crossed my legs and tilted my neck to the side because those are also viewed as
very feminine gestures as I learned in gender workshops gender workshops based
on binary gender stereotypes and their expressions for character development. The
changes in physicality required to accomplish this served me well as an additional
tool in differentiating the many characters in this play.
VOICE
Along with changing my movements to differentiate characters, I also had to
change my voice. One of the best and most useful things I learned from my classes
is the ability to place my voice into a lower register. It wasn't until I arrived at
graduate school I was made aware of the fact I tend to speak in a higher register. I
just consider it my natural voice as it’s where I feel comfortable speaking. When I
get excited or I'm really interested in something, my voice seems to go up even
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higher though I still don't fully recognize it in the moment. I realized this was one
of the things I needed to work on. From taking voice followed by voice stylization,
I have learned how to bring my voice into a lower chest register. This was of
particular use for me when I played Oprah Winfrey within the play:
SBF 2: (as Oprah) When we received your fax, you confessed that you were
desperate. You acknowledge that you have a problem, is that correct?
SBF 1: Yes, but I'm ready to start over.
SBF 2: I have a check for fifty-eight thousand, two hundred ninety-five dollars and
seventy-two cents. Oprah's Angel Network is giving you a new life, debt-free.
Oprah’s character needed to live in a lower register to symbolize her
strength and power. In the society Oprah grew up in, she wouldn’t be able to have
a high and chipper voice like my normal speaking voice and still retain the power
and influence she now carries. Some of the things I would do to prepare for that
were to use the Roy Hart Theatres methods of vocal scales and vowel sounds going
from your lower chest voice down into almost losing your voice with gurgles to
going all the way up into your head voice and throwing it away (meaning to stop
the sound), and then accepting whatever sound comes out. Doing this repeatedly
and getting comfortable with doing so allowed me to be comfortable getting into
that lower space whenever I needed to use it in a performance setting. As a result, I
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feel very comfortable getting into that register without having to think about it as
extensively as I otherwise would have.

Though my portrayal of Oprah required I make use of my lower chest
register, I had to use my head voice in this play as well. Especially for characters
such as SBF 2’s child self :
SBF 2: Then there's George Clooney.... (Pause.) Okay, I've got a confession. I
almost dated a white guy in ninth grade. He had the worst acne and greasy hair.
Myron was a sweet, quiet boy. He played the clarinet in the band. I liked him and
he liked me.
SBF 1: You want to go to the dance this weekend? Or we could go to the museum.
I mean, if you want.
SBF 2: Oh, Myron. Yes. I'd love to go. (sitting on her front steps waiting) A date. A
real date. Mom said no dance, but we were going to the museum and McDonald's
for lunch. She called Myron's mother and they discussed it and everything
In order to illustrate I was my younger self in this dialogue, I had to do two
things: change my voice and my physicality. My voice changed by talking in a
higher pitch. This higher pitch usually lives in my head voice which means you are
not using much of your diaphragm to push the sound out. This sound is mostly
coming from the throat. This technique creates the sound that would resemble
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someone who probably hasn't hit puberty yet. Another way I achieved a more
youthful sound is through the careful usage of breath. I would use a bit more air to
signify nervousness and excitement. As you get older, you learn how to control
that nervousness such that it isn't necessarily as visible on the outside as it may
have been at an earlier age.
In regard to my physicality, I chose to play with my hands a bit more and
used a bit of fidgeting to illustrate I was young and nervous. I twirled my hair and
my fingers all to establish the sense of nervous tension and excitement that a young
girl would have displayed going on a date for the first time. I also smiled quite a
bit until the end of the scene when you learn how devastatingly the night ended for
her. I did this to illustrate the youthful innocence and hopefulness for the world
that you would expect from someone her age. But as the scene progressed, I
changed from excited juvenile ear-to-ear smiling with lots of breath to slightly
lower with a bit more controlled breath, along with the stillness that often comes in
the wake of your first heartbreak.
In a similar but ultimately different direction, when I was the sales worker
on the phone I chose to use my nasal resonance:
SBF 1: They speak with such distaste and disrespect that it makes me want to
SBF 1 & SBF 2: Go the f*ck off!
SBF 1: They request my address and it's fine until I get to my zip code
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SBF 2: Hmm. Where is that?
SBF 1: Manhattan.
SBF 2: Yes, of course. But what part?
SBF 1: Harlem.
SBF 2: What did you say, ma'am?
SBF 1: My place is in Harlem.
SBF 2: I'm sorry, ma'am, I couldn't hear you. Did you say HARLEM?
SBF 1: Yes, yes I did. HARLEM, Bill Clinton? Sylvia's? You know, the Upper
Upper West Side!
SBF 2: Can you hold, please? Thank you. Call security, Marge. Must be a case of
identity theft. This Negress is telling me she lives in HARLEM...with Bill Clinton!
For this character I chose to give her a very nasally resonator as well as
making her face scrunch up a lot. She did this in response to the questions on the
phone. Nasal resonators often come across in popular media as a bit more
annoying and/or irritating. I wanted to convey that in the character because her
having an annoying voice and annoying SBF 1 would mirror the annoyance the
audience may experience. I also chose to emphasize my words in a way that would
indicate a false or forced kindness as to bring attention to the condescending nature
of her tone. While in a higher register similar to that of a young SBF 2, the store
employee I portrayed here still comes across as an adult due to the difference in
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resonance and the facial reactions to this sort of information of which a child
would not typically take special note.
COMPLETING THE WORLD
Lastly, the play, Single Black Female, lives in the world of realism and
dabbles in surrealistic themes. Realism is a style focused on things being very true
to life. The characters are believable and ordinary people you would see and know
rather than some sort of nobility. The costumes are usually very authentic to
whatever setting the characters find themselves in. The stage is often indoors in a
“box set” to portray a realistic setting as opposed to the more elaborate or abstract
sets you might find in other types of theatre. The dialogue uses normal vernacular
and the protagonist would organically rise up against whatever problem they are
facing, allowing you to see how the story plays out. Having this knowledge of
what type of play genre and style I was in, allowed me the opportunity to explore it
more thoroughly and apply the different methods and techniques I’ve learned in
classes.
PERSONAL AND SOCIETAL SIGNIFICANCE
When figuring out what play I wanted to propose for my thesis role, I took a
couple of things into consideration. I knew if I didn't have a play I connected with
personally, I wouldn't have been able to invest as much of myself within the piece
as I did here. It was gravely important to me not only to pick a piece I myself
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would enjoy, but also one that would bring a level of diversity that, in my opinion,
hasn’t been explored fully on the Theatre UNO stage.
Upon looking at the list of shows that have been conducted at the school
previously, I knew I wanted do a play that was uniquely, beautifully and
unapologetically black. I didn’t want anything from a western Eurocentric point of
view, as that type of narrative has been shown a myriad of times in a plethora of
different ways. It was critical to me to show black women in a way that wasn’t
from an outsider’s perspective. In my opinion, historically whenever black stories
are told from a Eurocentric vantage point or even directed from a Eurocentric view
they are almost invariably riddled with hurtful stereotypes and inaccuracies. I
wanted to show you can have a storyline where the central characters are women
of color. They don't have to be in poverty. They don’t have to live in a time of Jim
Crow. They don’t have to live on the continent of Africa. I wanted to prove this
type of show is not only a viable option but can actually thrive. This was so
important for me to show to the student body at UNO as well as the faculty and
staff because the reality is that the all too familiar narrative that finding “black”
plays or playwrights is “too hard” is ludicrous, tiresome and simply lazy.
Encouragingly, the feedback I received from students of color was
heartwarming and overwhelmingly positive. As to the rest of the student body,
there seemed to be a theme in stating that their eyes were opened. Several admitted
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to both the director and I that they had never seen a play featuring black people and
the characters not be in poverty or overtly oppressed. The fact that in 2020,
students are still bewildered by the visual of successful women of color is
saddening and concerning. The purpose of art is to emulate life and this type of
interaction says to me that everybody needs to do a better job at telling everyone’s
stories from credible and reliable sources.
I started my journey of finding a play to achieve my goals by delving into
the world of black artists and looking at the beautiful works they had written.
While I initially had dozens of candidates that resonated with me, I slowly
narrowed it down to five. From those five, I had to narrow it down to three. To
help in my decision-making process, I researched a little bit about the individual
playwright's. This is how I landed on Lisa B Thompson. She is an award-winning
playwright, scholar, and a professor of African and African Diaspora Studies. I
learned in my search she was a black woman whose goals aligned with my own in
that she wanted to talk specifically about black women and the experiences we
face. When I read the play, I saw myself, my mother, my grandmother and my best
friends in the experiences she was describing. I wanted to bring that to the stage so
I added this play as the front runner of my picks for the season and waited for a
decision.
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Eventually, I got the news of the pick and I was pleased to learn Single
Black Female had been chosen. Now, I had to decide on which character I wanted
to play. I could have either chosen SBF 1 who is viewed as a more logical
afrocentric earthy character; or I could be SBF 2 who was seen as a more assertive,
and confident fashionista. Upon reading the script again I wanted to pick a
character that would challenge me emotionally and demand vulnerability. That
lead me to choose SBF 2.
Even though SBF 2 and I do share some similarities in terms of aesthetics,
our personalities are not similar at all. From her straightforward approach to any
topic and quite liberal use of profanity, I knew I would have my work cut out for
me. I knew I would have been able to play SBF 1 a little too comfortably to suit the
challenge I sought. This is because I generally tend to look at things from a more
logical vantage point and I am thus very comfortable in academia. The only major
difference between myself and SBF 1 that I would need to contend with was
wearing something more bohemian inspired; and that wasn't a big enough
challenge for me.
Since SBF 2’s personality was different from mine, I had to spend a great
deal of time figuring out exactly how to portray her. There is an expression I’ve
heard in the theatre at UNO that says “at the start of the play, your director will
know your character better than you. However, by the end you’ll know them better
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than anybody”. This expression essentially means that you, the actor, have spent
more time with that character than anyone else, such that you and your character
are almost old friends.
The process of getting to know my character in this way began shortly after
confirming we would be doing the show. One of the first steps I took is reading the
script again and deciding what I could relate to and what I couldn’t relate to. The
things I could relate to I would highlight and ask myself “why can you relate to
this?”, “when did you relate to this?” and “how did you feel in that moment?”. For
the sections in the script I couldn’t relate to I asked myself similar questions but
altered them so I could meet those differences and work through them. I asked
myself why I couldn’t relate to something; but followed that up with who I might
know that could relate to this and how I would feel if I found myself in in these
experiences. This type of deep dive into a character allowed me to fully familiarize
myself with the ins and outs of the psychology of my character.
Because of my psychology background as an undergraduate, I almost always
ask my characters these questions or similar ones so I can know where their
mindsets dwell. Someone who is dealing with some kind of trauma will say a line
completely different from someone who has never experienced a hardship in their
lifetime. I applied that insight to my role in Single Black Female.
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Along with my personal reasons for choosing this play, I also thought about
how it would inform society or vice versa. When I initially chose the play, I had no
idea it would hit so close to home only months later. In the Summer of 2020 while
still enduring the unnerving consequences of a global pandemic it felt as though I
also had to contend with the country I’ve lived in my entire life showing all the
skeletons they’ve shoved in the closet and all of the dust they had swept under the
rug.
SKELETONS AND DUST
In the spring and summer of 2020 right before I came back for the fall
semester a wave of civil unrest erupted in The United States . Perhaps it was a
result of growing tensions because of a global pandemic; or, maybe people just
decided enough was enough. During this period people finally had enough time to
sit and observe what's been happening in The United States for decades by being
exposed to a series of tragedies befalling Black Americans at the hands of our
white neighbors. The first nationwide tragedy started with the brutal murder of
Ahmaud Arbery. This story broke after a black man was jogging in a
neighborhood. During his jog, he was chased down, cornered and murdered in
broad daylight on camera by two white men. The murderers filmed it and then one
of their friends released the footage months later thinking it would remove their
implication and justify their actions. Once the story broke, it swept through the
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nation and with almost everyone at home trying to stay safe, almost everyone knew
about the tragedy. Unfortunately, the perpetrators of this crime were not arrested or
charged until months after the crime and, at the time of this writing, over a year
after the crime, have yet to be punished for their actions.
This tragedy started a lot of conversations regarding race and what it means
to be a black man in The United States . Later on in the same summer there were
two more tragedies in the wrongful deaths of George Floyd and Breonna Taylor.
Breonna Taylor didn't get as much time in the news, but she was murdered in her
sleep when the police shot through her house while looking for a suspect who was
already in police custody at the time of her murder.
Breonna Taylors death was heartbreaking and significant enough it its own
right, but there is one death that shook the globe. That was the death of George
Floyd. His death caused a snowball effect of outrage through many communities
and caused protests after protests not just in The United States but around the
world as well. Then some of those protests at nighttime turned into riots and were
commonly reported as sabotaged by imposters. Protests and riots are different
things. Though this distinction is important, large portions of the media tend to
blend them together while ignoring the fact that it was more often than not, the
peaceful protesters that saw violence from law enforcement instead of the rioters
that these protesters with which they were incorrectly associated.
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When returning back to school after watching and experiencing so much
civil unrest during the summer, I felt a little uneasy. Coming back to school after
literal months of civil unrest and then doing a show centered entirely around what
black women face in The United States was heavy on my heart. But with that
being said, I knew I would be able to express my pain in a way the student body
could hear. During the time of the rehearsals for Single Black Female I got to dive
deeper into the history of certain topics. One of the parts of the play I had to tackle
has historical and current relevance. In my opinion, there is historical significance
of skepticism of medical professionals toward people of color – specifically black
people – was heavy. That skepticism is evident in the vignette in the play
surrounding the doctor's office and the gynecologist:
SBF 2: Then while this stranger has his latex fingers inside me, I start to imagine
all kinds of crazy things. I'm an attorney, I know that it's inappropriate to say, but
there are clients I really don't care for. If I'm honest, I know that they don't always
get my best work. Is this guy going to give me the best health care if he doesn't like
me? Then it hits me. I recall the disdain on his face when he first
looked at me. Dear God, what if he's a racist? TUSKEGEE!
There was also a section of the play that focused on what happens when
black women are mistreated, abused, and disrespected and what the responses from
society in the general public are. At the time that I was researching for this scene in
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the rehearsal process, the verdict for the Breonna Taylor case came out. The end
result of that trial lead me to have enough passion to truly express the rage and
frustration in words that were written in this excerpt:
SBF 2: Paranoid? I'm being bounced by security and my black ass is paranoid?
….. You can't turn on the television without seeing some dead or missing white
woman. Yet nobody cries for little black girls.
That line hit home for me as that is exactly what happened to Breonna
Taylor. In a time where an innocent black woman was killed by police who were
looking for a man they already had, the country and the world chose to focus on
other things while this young woman’s death went without punishment and without
the same outrage that other tragedies in this past year drew from people. I wish I
didn't have to experience the hardships and the inherent strain of being a black
woman in The United States . However, I will say that it did allow me to really
dive into this section for my character and I wouldn’t trade being me for anything
in the world. I bring up these moments because it further highlights the gravity of
why I felt compelled to highlight a black female playwright telling a black female
story directed by a black female and starring two black females. The fact that a
statement like the one above can be looked at ,in my opinion, as an act of rebellion
from societal norms is troubling and indicative of a lingering and damaging
problem.
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I think the current climate we are in feels exhausting. Being a black person
in The United States during this time has felt even more exhausting than it usually
does. It has been a constant struggle for the past couple of centuries; but at this
point you would hope that people would have a bit more racial sensitivity than has
been displayed as of late. At the very least you would hope that people realize the
impact of their actions and words. Unfortunately, as evidenced by George Floyd,
Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery and many others.
In light of the emotional pain and spiritual anguish I was feeling during this
time, I found it extremely striking and liberating that the story we were telling was
celebrating and reflecting positively on black culture, something that so many
people try to strip away from us. At the end of this project I knew that if no one
else understood it, grasped the concept or even liked it, it didn't matter. It was for
black women and I knew my fellow black women would love it; and that was a
very freeing and beautiful feeling.
COVID-19
If a year of uproar involving justice, equity and equality that largely impacts
my minority group wasn’t enough in and of itself there was another obstacle with
which we had to contend. That obstacle was the global pandemic of the
Coronavirus, SARS-CoV2, or COVID-19 for short. Coronavirus was the main
character in everyone's lives in 2020. It made literally everything more difficult.
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When you think about live theater and what that means to people, it created a sense
of loss and hopelessness in the theater community.
Since my play had the limitations of social distancing and no live audience,
the director decided it would be best to do a Zoom play. However, we didn’t want
this to just be two talking heads on a screen. We wanted it to feel like an
immersive experience. The audience should feel like we were talking to them or
that they were eavesdropping on our conversations. Although the outcome was
ultimately a great one that I am proud of, the journey to get there was definitely an
uphill battle to say the least.
During this process, it sometimes felt like the director, cast and I were
completely alone. The isolation during this process made it feel like we were on an
island by ourselves trying to make something great. I remember working tirelessly
to put on a production that it seemed like no one believed in but us. I understood
that no one really knew what was going on at the time and that everyone felt
confused, but it would have been helpful to have received a little more
encouragement and guidance. I remember the day when my cast, crew and I
decided if no one around us believed in this work, that was fine because we
believed in it. From that moment on we became a true ensemble. Eventually, the
enthusiasm did come. It was at the end, but I was happy to receive it. I will say the
experience created a very strong sense of community, respect and love that was
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desperately needed, especially as an artist after the waking nightmare that was the
year 2020.
ZOOM, ZOOM, ZOOM
Zoom plays create a whole new level of frustration for the actor. Theatre
actors from the time we were in our first high school drama class are usually told
that you feed off of your scene partner and the audience. However, what they do
not teach you is what happens if your scene partner and you are never in the same
room together. Similarly, they also don’t teach you what happens if you cannot
hear the audience. To add fuel to that fire, Single Black Female is a comedy.
Without an audience, it is quite difficult to know if a joke landed, if you need to
pause or if you need to speak louder. This was one of the biggest obstacles to
putting on this show. In live theater the audience engages with the performance.
Think of the audience like a thermometer and you’re cooking a brand-new recipe
you’ve never seen before. How do you know if it’s too hot or too cold if you lose
the thermometer? It would be nerve wracking. In a zoom play you just hope
everything lands and that people like it because you have to move on with the
scene. It was a unique and strange experience but also rewarding in its challenges.
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REHEARSAL
My rehearsal process can be broken down into 6 weeks and every week
brought a new challenge, obstacle or opportunity for growth within the show. Here
I will be breaking down each week and my thought process at the time.
Week 1
I was so excited to get started with my thesis role and develop my skills as
an actor. I was enthusiastic but it was a little daunting that this would be over
Zoom. Since this was the first play of the semester there were a lot of what-ifs and
confusion. The main questions were “how do you do a play through a service that
is created for business meetings and PowerPoint presentations?” and “how do you
tell a compelling story through a screen without edits”. When you don’t have the
elements, convenience and privileges granted by “movie magic”, “How do you do
it?.”
Single Black Female’s publishing had restrictions on the rights of usage; we
could only film in one take. Just in case the inherent obstacles weren’t enough, the
start of this week had an unforeseen challenge when a pair of heavy storms were
projected to make landfall in Louisiana.
These storms were named hurricanes Laura and Sally and they were coming
one right after the other. Because of my experience with Hurricane Katrina, my
family and I always leave because of the trauma and devastation that occurred
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from that storm. So rather than staying directly in the path of a storm, I decided to
go to Mississippi.
My grandparents live in rural Mississippi where there isn't a lot of wi-fi or
technological advances in general; so doing anything online became challenging.
The first rehearsal I ever had was the table read and because my grandparents wi-fi
is so devastatingly slow, I decided to go to the neighborhood McDonalds. I knew it
would be faster there; but the only problem was that we were still in a pandemic so
I wasn't allowed inside of the establishment. I was doing the first rehearsal in my
car in a McDonald’s parking lot. The read was very cramped, but I was excited,
determined and motivated to continue and make it work. That all being said, the
first bit of rehearsal for week one was a bit rocky (also spotty because of the
signal) but the camaraderie of the cast allowed me to feel comfortable and that I
wasn't letting anybody down knowing they understood why I felt the need to
evacuate.
Week 2
In week two I had stable wi-fi again and was back into the comforts of my
own apartment. But that comfort was short-lived as the scene that I was the most
concerned about was the scene the director wanted to tackle first and that was the
gynecologist scene. I was uncomfortable and a little nervous about how the scene
would play out. From personal experience I get why SBF 2 hated going. It made
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sense that she wanted to block that scene first as it was logistically complicated
and more than likely the scene the furthest outside of my comfort zone and she
wanted to focus on getting me outside of it. I think this week was the foundation of
how we realized we could make this more than just talking heads on a screen. This
week we did a scene I personally love because it was focused on family and their
personas and how they perceive one another and those are always fun things to do.
Week 3
Week three had a lot to do with the backstories of these characters, and how
they got to be the people they are now. In the second act you really see the layers
come off in terms of the facades they feel like they have had to put on for society.
You see them relax a little bit and become more comfortable on the screen and
explaining how they are the way they are. I also think my scene partner and I
became more comfortable with each other too. The topics they discuss are racial
sensitivity, the traumas and expectations because of it, and the issues they face
while trying to maneuver around that in a society that looks at them in a
negativestereotypical view more often than not. We also see them open up and be
vulnerable about the type of man they would love to have in their life and what it
means to them to have a man that resembles the hard-working lifestyle of their
father. I enjoyed getting to “paint a picture” of the perfect man for my character.
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When I was doing this scene focusing on the dad and how he was in a
relationship even though the words on the page don't mirror my life perfectly, the
love and adoration she does have for her father was something that I could pull
from especially because the day in which we discussed the scene intensively I had
actually had a very good conversation with my father shortly before that. I was
able to pull from those emotions because I have a very loving relationship with my
dad and I was able to use that in the scene. When she was talking about how much
she loves her dad and because I tend to use the Stella Adler approach to acting and
pulling from real life experiences, that was one I was able to pull out rather quickly
since it's happened almost in real time
Week 4
This week I really started to see the formation of an amazing play coming
together. We focused on costuming and props which were particularly important in
this show in terms of shifting between characters and distinguishing between
different scenes. It was important we used costuming and props as well as our
voice and physicality to convey the individual messages and characters in each l
scene. Whether that was me using glasses to demonstrate me turning into different
people or changing from a hat to a bow to indicate a difference in characters, it was
important for the telling of the story. Costume fittings were one of the most fun
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weeks because I was able to try on different looks and figure out what works best
with the timing of the scenes and my individual portrayals .
Week 5
This week was filled with a lot of energy because we were going to be
recording it and getting our final tech runs of the show, as well as setting the
finishing touches of our costumes for the show. I found it really fun I was able to
get my makeup done for this show because we needed it to look older and no
matter how much I tried with my own makeup and skills, I couldn't accomplish
this.I thought it was really smart of the director to include a make up artist into
costumes. This helped tell a more convincing story because we looked visibly
more mature. I also enjoyed the fact that by the end we still liked each other a lot
and wish we could have performed even longer and done more live performances.
Wanting a show to continue is a feeling we can all relate to.
One of the obstacles actors usually don’t have to focus on during a
performance is the technical side. However, this was a specifically unique
circumstance. My castmate and I had to ensure that our audience (the computer’s
camera lense) was always pointing in the right direction at the right time. Since we
are on Zoom, I also had to make sure that I wasnt too loud because then the
microphone will cut out on me. In that same breath, I also had to make sure I
wasn’t too quiet because the microphone will not pick up my voice. Honestly, it
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brought a whole new meaning to knowing where I was on stage. Pre-pandemic, the
biggest obstacle for actors is not being loud enough in terms of projection but this
situation required more patience than I could’ve ever imagined.

SELF-CRITIQUE
Even though I would consider Single Black Female as a whole to be a success
there is always room and opportunities for growth. An area in which I feel I would
work harder is memorizing the script sooner. This play required a lot of
memorization and a quick turn around. This was the first show of the season and
there were only two characters ,so it was a heavy line load. If I could go back , I
would absolutely start the memorization process earlier. I did make sure I was
familiar with the text and the different vignettes but I wish I would have actively
started memorizing too. I would do this so I would have even more time to invest in
creating the world and characteristics for SPF 2.
Another thing I would change is letting myself be a bit freer in certain
scenes. I tend to be very controlled and specific in my choices as an actor
.however, in the context of this play I could have “lived a little”. The way it's
structured allows for more flexibility. Since Single Black Female isn't a play that
requires a strict rhythm such as iambic pentameter I could’ve exercised more
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freedom. If I could go back , I would take advantage of that specifically in the
scenes when my character was dancing
Finally, I would take in the moment more. This was my last production at
University of New Orleans and even though I loved the experience ,I wish I could
go back and tell myself to enjoy it.
CONCLUSION
The skills I take away from this performance worked hand-in-hand with
coursework and previous coursework at the time of production. I was taking a
course that focused on self-tape auditions and heavily covered the importance of
eye line and not being afraid of the camera. I also have previous experience with a
course that basically covered all things film acting. For this performance I had to
make sure that whatever I was holding was always in frame. That my eye line
matched every time or it would not have been believable. I also had to make a clear
distinction from when I was doing a direct address to the audience, dialogue with
my scene partner or a completely different change indicating a different point in
time. All of which are done with a fractional difference in my eye movements. The
breadth of that previous experience gave me a sturdy foundation upon which to
create a beautiful picture and experience for both myself and the audience, given
the received feedback.
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Even though this experience was challenging for me at some seemed rather
insurmountable, I think it allowed me prove to myself I am capable as an actor, as
a student, and as a black woman even in the face of hardship. Doing this play
showed me how important it is to remember who you are and the people that came
before you. It reinforced the traditions and knowledge I’ve gained from the other
matriarchs in my life and it made me laugh as well as cry. It allowed me to see not
only the beauty in the struggle but the pain as well. It gave me hope that I can use
that pain and beauty to propel me in my personal life, professional life, and
academia. This process allowed me to truly see how I “the actor“ create my
worlds, develop my characters and grow as a person and an artist, all to culminate
in the realization that there is more than one way to achieve a given goal. Above all
else, I was reminded of how honored and proud I am to be a single black female.
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